Drinks Menu

Welcome to the
Kedleston Country
House’s drinks menu
We have worked tirelessly in selecting and creating a fantastic
range of craft beers, wines, spirits and cocktails, as well as soft
drinks and hot beverages for you to wet your whistle whatever
the weather.
However, with great choice comes difficult decisions, we have done our very
best to help you find your way around our menu, with useful titles, lots of helpful
tasting notes and even food matching suggestions. But if you still can’t find exactly
what you are looking for, be it something new and different or an old favourite,
or if you have any other questions about our drinks, just ask us. We love talking
about our drinks range as much as we are sure you will enjoy drinking your way
through it!

Follow us on

for all the latest

thekedleston.co.uk
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Draught
Tuborg – Denmark (4%)

£3.95

Tuborg Green is a bottom-fermented lager that’s brewed with lager malt and
lightly roasted pale malt. Light, fresh tasting with a slight aroma of flowers.

Freedom Authentic Lager – UK (4%)

£4.00

A Helles style organic pale lager brewed locally in Staffordshire. A mid-weight
body and great smoothness ensure it’s easy-drinking. Initially sweet, lively,
smooth and ends crisply.

Poretti – Italy (4.8%)

£4.35

Brewed in Varese near Milan since 1877. A true premium lager, its traditional
recipe provides a lager that’s full of flavour and perfect for any occasion. Smooth
and creamy with distinctive fruit and floral notes.

Brooklyn Lager – USA (5.2%)

£4.75

Brooklyn Lager is a USA craft lager that’s amber-gold in colour and displays
a firm malt centre, resulting in a fascinating balance between lager and ale.
Refreshing bitterness and tanginess with floral, hoppy aromas.

Somersby Cider – UK (4.5%)

£4.00

Somersby Cider is a cold-filtered cider that has no artificial flavours or sweeteners.
Dry and crisp with bucket loads of great apple taste.

Erdinger Weissbier – Germany (5.3%)

£5.10

Brewed according to and in strict accordance with the Bavarian Purity Law,
Erdinger is a pure, medium gold coloured wheat beer. Clean, crisp citrus notes
and tanginess with hints of fresh grass.
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Liefmans – Belgium (4.2%)

£5.10

Liefmans Fruitesse is a classic Belgian fruit beer, as refreshing to drink, as it
is deeply red coloured to the eye. Aromas and flavours dominated by fruits.
Satisfyingly sweet but not cloying, with just enough bitterness to level it out.

Titanic Stout – UK (4.5%)

£4.15

A true old-fashioned stout with a combination of malt and roasted hops. It is
strongly flavoured and well balanced.

Real Ales
Love your craft beers on the hand pull, you’ll find at least five fantastic ales from
our own Derby Brewing Co, please see our blackboard or ask a member of staff
for our current selection.

The Famous Derby Brewing Company Tasting Racks
Can’t make your mind up? Why not try one of our racks featuring five 1/3 pints
of ales or lagers.

The Ale Rack

£6.75

Five 1/3 pints of award winning Derby Brewing Co ales and locally sourced
cheese as a palate cleanser.

The Beer Rack

£7.75

A 1/3 pint of Brooklyn Lager, Poretti Italian lager, Erdinger Weissbier, Liefmans
Fruitesse (a Belgian fruit beer) and Freedom Authentic Lager (a Staffordshire
brewed craft lager) with locally sourced cheese as a palate cleanser.
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Bottled Beers & Ciders
Our range of world craft beers and ciders are all in categories such as fruit beer,
wheat beer or hoppy ale to name a few, to make finding exactly what you are
looking for a breeze.

Rotating Craft Beer Selection
We also run a craft beer selection that rotates week after week, so ask at the bar or
a member of the waiting team to find out about the current craft bottles in
our fridge.

Belgium
Kwak (8.4%) 330ml

£5.35

Yes that Belgian ale in the funny shaped glass, Kwak beer is a deep, bright amber
colour with a dense creamy head. It has a mellow, fruity and malty aroma with a
slightly spicy character. A taste smooth and fruity with a spicy warm finish.

Rochefort 6 (7.5%) 330ml

£5.20

Named after its original gravity measured in “Belgian degrees” - a brewing scale
no longer used today. This beer is the oldest of the three Rochefort Trappist
beers. The reddish colour of autumn leaves, soft body and an earthy herbal palate
combine to produce this truly spectacular Belgian beer.

Amber / Deep Red
Alhambra Reserva 1925 – Spain (6.2%) 330ml

£4.10

Reserved for the most demanding palates, Alhambra Reserva 1925 is a superior
quality beer made in the traditional fashion. With a deep, exquisite flavour and an
exclusive bottle. A must for any beer lover.
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Hoppy
Founders All Day IPA – USA (4.7%) 330ml

£4.10

Keeps your taste satisfied while keeping your senses sharp. An all-day IPA
naturally brewed with a complex array of malts, grains and hops, all balanced for
optimal aromatics and a clean finish. Strong hops to start balancing off into a
fruity bitter finish.

Dark
Erdinger Heffe Dunkel – Germany (5%) 500ml

£4.50

Erdinger Dunkel is a rich and smooth wheat beer specialty from Erdinger
Weissbräu. It owes its full-bodied flavour to the fine hops and dark malt used in its
production. Darker than your usual weiss beer this dark colour is evident with the
additional taste on the tongue.

Blonde / Golden
Vedett Blond – Belgium (5.2%) 330ml

£3.95

First brewed in 1945 this cult Duvel Moorgate beer is light and well hopped and
beautifully golden with a crisp finish.

Augustiner Helles – Germany (5.2%) 500ml

£4.60

Since 1328 Augustiner beer had been brewed within the monastery of the
Augustinian Brotherhood. The beer is brewed according to the strict Bavarian
Purity Law of 1516. Balanced and subtle, with both citrus and floral hop aromas,
resulting in a clean tasting, refreshing lager.

Fruit Beer
Bacchus Framboise – Belgium (5%) 375ml

£5.50

A light refreshing raspberry fruit beer, with a spritzy tartness & intense fruit
flavour, served in its paper wrapped iconic miniature champagne bottle.
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Bottled Ciders
Rekorderlig Strawberry and Lime – Sweden (4%) 500ml

£4.60

This Rekorderlig cider is made using the finest fermented pears, with an added
summery burst of strawberry & lime to make a truly sweet and refreshing
long drink.

Rekorderlig Wild Berry – Sweden (4%) 500ml

£4.60

Made from the purest spring water that runs under our family brewery in
Vimmerby Sweden, Rekorderlig Wild Berries Cider is a semi-sweet Cider that uses
only the finest berries to produce a truly delicious Cider.

Rotating Craft Cider Selection
We also run a rotating craft cider selection, so ask at the bar or a member of the
waiting team to find out about the current ciders available.

Sharer Bottles
Inedit Damm – Spain (4.8%) 750ml

£13.55

Inedit was created in 2008 by Ferran Adrià, and his team of sommeliers from
elBulli who believed in the need for a beer to accompany and complement the
varied flavours found in modern gastronomy. Inedit is a truly unique beer made
with barley malt, wheat, hops, coriander, liquorice and orange peel.

Trois Monts – France (8.5%) 750ml

£13.55

This is a light golden beer that is a wonderful return to nature, with a flavour
of yesteryear. Brewed by infusion with strong and hearty Flemish hops, then
fermented using top yeasts, Trois Monts is perfectly balanced between malt
aroma, fruity flavours and bitterness.
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Hand Selected Wines
We may have got a bit carried away with our wine selection, with over 70 fantastic
wines for you to choose from. We didn’t want you to feel dazzled by an endless
list of wine so our selection is separated into styles, so you won’t have a problem
finding exactly what you like or something new to try. We have thrown in some
helpful tasting notes and food pairing suggestions to help you on your way but
don’t hesitate to ask us for help or suggestions.

White Wines

CRISP... Elegant, Subtle & Light
		175ml

250ml

Bottle

1. El, Tesoro, Verdejo
Spain (12.5%)		
£4.90 £6.80 £19.40
The Verdejo grape, which has suddenly come to prominence in the last 10 years,
is similar to a lighter style Sauvignon, the wine displays subtle citrus and stone
fruit notes, while a medium acidity is balanced by an overly fresh feel.
Fantastic with vegetarian dishes.
		175ml

250ml

Bottle

2. Domaine Coste Rousse Sauvignon Taix
France (12%)		
£5.40 £7.65 £22.55
The Domaine is situated in the Cotes de Thongue. This 100% Sauvignon wine
will last long in the mouth with slightly acidulated notes. Great with seafood or
white meats.

3. Rioja Blanco, Puerta Vieja
Spain (12.5%) 				 £21.50
Less famous than red Rioja, but worth seeking out if you favour a crisp white with
depth achieved with 100% Viura grapes. Complements oily fish and works well as
an aperitif.
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4. Vinho Verde Quinta Da Raza
Arinto, Azal, Trajadura, Portugal (11.5%) 				 £25.70
Famous for its petillance (slight fizz), Vinho Verde is a crisp and gentle alternative
to Sauvignon Blanc. A great match with salads, fish, seafood and light meats.

5. Sileni Estate Cellar Selection Sauvignon Blanc
New Zealand (13%) 				 £27.80
This wine reminds you what made Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc famous.
Produced in the oldest wine region in New Zealand this blend is great with goat’s
cheese.

6. K’Naia, Bodegas Naiades
Spain (13%) 				 £29.90
The perfect wine to try if you love New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc but fancy a
change. This blend of grapes gives a rich minerality with lime zest acidity. Great with
fish dishes.

7. Moulin Des Vrilleres Sancerre Sauvignon Blanc
France (12.5%) 				 £38.25
In Sury-en-Vaux, a little village near Sancerre, Christian Lauverjat produces
Sancerre wines. Dry and appealing roundness that lingers in the mouth, perfectly
complementing seafood.

8. Greywacke Sauvignon Blanc
New Zealand (13.5%) 				 £41.50
New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc doesn’t get any better. For over 25 years at
Cloudy Bay the originator and wine maker Kevin Judd has created wines that
make the region famous. This wine is 100% Sauvignon and is exquisite by itself
or with food.
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FRUITY... Sometimes Slightly Aromatic
		175ml

250ml

Bottle

9. GPG Garganega Pinot Grigio
Italy (12%) 		
£4.65 £6.45 £18.85
The wine is lightly aromatic with ripe citrus, apple and stone fruit characters. It is
highly versatile, ideal as an aperitif or with seafood or cold meats.

10. Domaine Horgelus Gros Manseng
France (12%) 		
£5.20 £7.35 £21.50
This duo of Sauvignon and Gros-Manseng will seduce you with its intense notes of
exotic and citrus fruits, with a streak of minerality and freshness.

11. The Wolftrap Boukenhootskloof - Viognier, Chenin Blanc,
Grenache Blanc
South Africa (13.5%) 				 £24.50
An opulently fruity blend of white Rhone Valley grapes from arguably South
Africa’s best winemaker. This subtle grape blend makes this wine perfect with
chicken, fish and seafood.

12. Château Anniche – Semillon, Sauvignon
France (12%) 				 £27.80
This wine is fresh and exciting. With citrus and exotic fruit aromas, balanced by
light floral notes. Great accompaniment to most light dishes.
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Bottle

13. Villa Wolf Pinot Gris
Germany (12.5%) 				 £28.85
Genetically, Pinot Grigio and Pinot Gris are the same, but this fruity, off-dry wine
has considerably more complexity than most Grigios, complementing everything
from cheeses to fish and white meats.

14. Unico Pecorino
Italy (13%) 				 £32.95
Pecorino is one of the Italy’s most appealing white grapes. Fresh and inviting with
balanced floral notes. This wine makes a great match for pasta dishes.

15. Zuccardi Serie A Torrontes
Argentina (15.5%) 				 £35.95
This unblended wine is 100% Torrontes and is a distinct, well structured wine
with lively acidity and appealing aromatics. A perfect match with salads and
chicken dishes.

16. Greywacke Pinot Gris
New Zealand (14%) 				 £45.95
Ever the originator, Kevin Judd, has now mastered the creation of superlative
Pinot Gris. It gives scents of a summer orchard and a silky, sumptuous finish.
Perfect with pasta dishes.
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FULL BODIED... Rich & Rounded
		175ml

250ml

Bottle

17. Ca Di Ponti Grillo
Sicily (13%) 		
£4.65 £6.45 £18.85
This Sicilian wine has a honeyed, spicy nose and plenty of bold flavours. This
wine uses grapes from Italy’s Pavia region, south of Milan, and goes particularly
with seafood.

18. Nostros Chardonnay Gran Reserva
Chile (14%) 		
£4.95 £6.95 £23.95
The cooler Casablanca region lends itself to producing superb Chardonnays; this
one is aged in French oak for sixth months and suits well with Chicken or Pork.

19. Franschhoek Semillon
South Africa (14%) 				 £28.85
Semillon is a variety capable of much grace and beauty. Fuller bodied and far
more serious at a younger age than most New World Semillons it will match well
with most foods.

20. Felino Cobos Chardonnay
Chille (14.5%) 				 £33.95
Although European in style, it is made by multi award-winning Californian
winemaker Paul Hobbs. A portion spends 7 months in oak which results in a wine
with an intense but fresh palate and a good acidity and body.
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Bottle

21. Domaine Coste Rousse Grande Cuvee - Chardonnay,
Viognier
France (14.5%) 				 £39.95
Only 1000 bottles of this wine are made each year, an elegant mixture of the
Chardonnay and Viognier grapes. Sat alongside fish, veal or blue cheese, you
would not be disappointed.

22. Jean Jacques Litaud Pouilly Fuisse Tradition
- Chardonnay
France (13.5%) 				 £44.60
Located in “The Membrets” at the entrance of the Vergisson hamlet you will
find the Litaud family farm. There is no oak in this wine, just natural fruit and a
balanced complex taste. Perfect with either poultry or white meats.

23. Gravonia Rioja Blanco
Viura, Spain (12.5%) 				 £44.95
Lopez de Heredia is the most traditional Bodegas (winery) in Rioja. Unbelievably,
the Gravonia, at over 10 years of age, is Heredia’s latest release as the Bodegas
refuse to release its wines until they are ready to drink. This is a classic barrelaged Rioja using just the Viura grape. It’s absolutely beautiful with fish dishes.

24. Yangarra Roussanne
Australia (13.6%) 				 £47.95
Yangarra specialises in growing grapes that originate from the southern Rhone in
France because, unlikely though it may seem, McLaren folk like to think they have
“the best Mediterranean climate on Earth.” This wine is 100% Roussanne and is a
wine that will get your taste buds dancing. Great with chicken, pork and scallops.
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Something Different
				

Bottle

25. Calusari Pinot Grigio
Romania (12%) 				 £19.85
Romania has a history of winemaking stretching back millennia. Lovely aromas
of grapefruit and peach with a lovely citrusy acidity, this would match well with
most chicken or fish dishes.

26. Domaine Boudau Muscat Sec - Roussillon, Muscat
France (12.5%) 				 £25.70
Muscat is well known as a sweet dessert grape, but on this occasion it is harvested
before reaching full sweetness – the results are a dry Muscat! Expect pronounced
aromas of elderflower and a truly individual and rare wine, an absolute must try. A
superb accompaniment to mild spicy foods, as well as being a stand out aperitif.

27. Rag & Bone Riesling
Australia (12.5%) 				 £30.95
Magpie Estate is a joint venture, which began in 1993, between famous Barossa
winemaker Rolf Binder and English wine merchant Noel Young. The palate is
bright, zingy and singing with natural acidity and white textural fruit. Well suited
to seafood dishes or spicy cuisine.

28. Mad Tokaji Furmint
Hungary (13%) 				 £36.25
Dry styles of Furmint are characterized by their aroma notes of smoke, pears and lime.
Absolutely fascinating aromas of oven-dried apples, honey and sweet tobacco. Great
as an aperitif or with white meat or seafood dishes.Great as an aperitif or with white
meat or seafood dishes.
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Signature Wines
				

Bottle

29. Niepoort Redoma Branco - Variety
Portugal (12.5%) 				 £49.25
These vineyards are planted in high altitudes, between 400 and 700 meters, in
mica slate soils, on the right side of the Douro River. Redoma Branco is bursting
with a variety of grapes such as Rabigato, Códega, Viosinho, Arinto. This blend of
grapes brings out notes of lemon, orange and apricot with complexity and freshness,
finishing with an intense and persistent palate.

30. Beaumont Hope Marguerite - Chenin Blanc
South Africa (13.5%) 				 £49.25
Beaumont is a charming family run farm and winery situated in the quaint Overberg
Village of Bot River. A mature Chenin Blanc wine with a perfect balance of wood aroma
and fruit flavourings, lead to a rich and full palate.

31. Pieropan `La Rocca` Soave Classico - Garganega
Italy (13%) 				 £54.50
The grapes are grown in the vineyard ‘La Rocca’ which takes its name from
the adjacent medieval castle and fortress (“La Rocca”) that dominate the town
of Soave, just east of Verona. This wine is 100% Garganega and has aromas of
almond essence and honey that lead to an elegant and beautifully balanced,
fruity palate

32. Greywacke Wild Sauvignon Blanc
New Zealand (14%) 				 £59.75
Fruit was sourced from various vineyard sites in and around the Brancott
Valley and the central Wairau Plains, specifically in Woodbourne, Renwick and
Rapaura. A delicate combination of musky peach-skin aromatics and citrusblossom notes with a succulent dry crisp finish.
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Bottle

33. Grosset Polish Hill Riesling
South Australia (12.5%) 				 £65.50
Located at the base of Mount Horrocks, at an elevation of 460 metres, the Polish
Hill vineyard is a ‘hard rock’ site with shallow shale and a crust of clay marl over
slate. Refreshingly dry, with vibrant cleansing acidity with wonderful lime juice
and lemongrass before a finish that has a surprising softness.

34. Domaine Du Monteillet Condrieu ‘Les Grandes
Chaillées’ - Viognier
France (14%) 				 £65.50
The Viognier grapes for Stéphane’s Condrieu come from six parcels on superb
terroirs in Chavanay, Saint Michel sur Rhône et Vérin. Delicately perfumed and
fresh with layers of flavour and complexity. This wine is full of flavours, a true
taste of Viognier.

35. Paul Hobbs Russian River Chardonnay
USA (15%) 				 £69.95
Produced from the fruit of carefully selected vineyards in prime appellations in
the Napa Valley. This 100% Chardonnay is filled with aromas of white flowers,
nectarine and toasted almond. A full bodied palate with a lengthy finish and a
bright acidity leaving you asking for more.

36. Bodegas Remelluri Rioja Blanco - Variety
Spain (14%) 				 £81.50
Nestled in the hillsides of Rioja is one of the coolest little wineries in Spain,
Remelluri. A blend of Viognier, Chardonnay, Roussanne, Marsanne, Sauvignon
Blanc, Garnacha Blanca, and Moscatel del Pais, displaying beautiful floral aromas
of herbs and honeysuckle blossom, adding to flavours of white peppered peaches
and honeycomb. Finishing with notes of crispness and a sense of freshness.
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Rosé Wines
Light & Crisp

		175ml

250ml

Bottle

37. Mirabello – Pinot Grigio Rosé
Italy (12%) 		
£4.65 £6.45 £18.85
Produced from grapes grown in the Pavia region of north west Italy. With hints of
strawberry leading to a delicate and juicy palate, then finishing on a creamy yet
dry finish, allowing this wine to compliment a variety of dishes including salami,
smoked chicken or seafood dishes.

38. Domaine Coste Rousse Rosé Taix - Merlot, Cinsault
France (12%) 				 £21.95
The Domaine is situated in the village of Malagas near Beizers in the Cotes de Thongue.
This Merlot and Cinsault combination is full of fresh fruit flavours, finishing on a
delicate after taste. This wine is a perfect accompaniment to a variety of light dishes, as
well as an aperitif.

39. Villa Wolf – Pinot Noir Rosé
Germany (12.5%) 				 £26.75
The Villa Wolf Pinot Noir Rosé is a true rosé, made with a brief maceration before
pressing to extract colour. It is light and refreshing, with deliciously bright berry
and fruit flavours and a clean, zippy finish. Serves perfectly as an aperitif, and also
complements ham & charcuterie dishes well.
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Ripe & Fruity
		175ml

250ml

Bottle

40. Burlesque - White Zinfandel, California
USA (10%) 		
£4.75 £6.80 £19.85
A pure Zinfandel grape wine from the warm region of Lodi in central California,
selected purely from old vine vineyards. This luscious and fruity number sports
strawberry ice cream on the nose and fresh berries to taste with an off-dry finish.
Best served chilled.

41. Clos Canos Corbieres - Languedoc, Grenache blanc,
Grenache noir, Grenache Gris
France (13.5%) 				 £26.75
A blend of Grenache blanc, Grenache noir and Grenache Gris. Appealing and
fresh with a zesty and crisp palate and a smooth finish, this a must for rose lovers.
A perfect accompaniment to salads, but also makes a perfect aperitif.

42. Chateau La Calisse Coteaux Varois - Provence, Syrah
and Grenache
France (13%) 				 £39.50
A blend of Syrah and Grenache grapes from a leading estate in Provence. Very pale in
colour with a fragrant floral note of fresh cherry blossom developing into a full bodied
palate abound with strawberry and subtle red berries.
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Red Wine

SOFTER... Light, Aromatic & Fruity
		175ml

250ml

Bottle

43. Sierra Grande - Pinot Noir
Chile (14%) 		
£4.65 £6.45 £18.85
Quite simply the best Pinot Noir you will find at this price! A delicate and elegant
Pinot Noir showing ripe fruit flavours of plums and wild strawberries, balanced
with subtle smoky notes and a deliciously lingering finish. Works perfectly with
duck and light lamb dishes.

44. Rioja Tinto - Puerta Viejo
Spain (13%) 		
£5.45 £7.45 £21.95
Produced from 100% Tempranillo grapes and barrel fermented in American and
French oak, this wine is bright and fruity with hints of liquorice, violets, stewed
fruit and vanilla. Easy drinking Rioja with a long lasting finish, ideal with lamb or
salmon dishes.

45. Poderi Roccolo Bardolino - Corvina, Rondinella
and Molinara
Italy (12.5%) 				 £24.65
These are wines made to be drunk young, though there is some interesting bottle
development over a year or two. Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara grapes form
a soft and easy cherry fruit flavour with herbs lifting it out of the ordinary. Best
served alongside pasta and white meat dishes.

46. Beyra Tinto - Alfrocherio, Jaen, Tempranillo,
Touriga Nacional
Portugal (13%) 				 £26.75
A wine that is intense in flavour, making it graceful and elegant. This unusual
combination of Alfrocherio, Jaen, Tempranillo and Touriga Nacional grapes
creates a wine that compliments slightly spiced foods.
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Bottle

47. Sileni Cellar Selection Merlot
New Zealand (14%) 				 £30.95
Sileni’s winery is located in Hawke’s Bay, New Zealand’s oldest wine region.
The wine has a great colour and aromas of plum and dark berry fruit, that’s
highly typical of Merlot from Hawk’s Bay. It’s best served with red meat and rich
pasta dishes.

48. Domaine Dubost Brouilly - Gamay
France (12.5%) 				 £36.25
This wine is made from 100% Gamay grapes and the vines they come from are
75 years old. By using low yields they only create small quantities of each wine
producing a rich, concentrated wine that goes well with pork.

49. Seriously Cool Cinsault
South Africa (12.5%) 				 £40.50
Made from old bush vines, this wine is lively but not overly fruity. This wine is
comprised of 100% Cinsault and is imbued with soft, elegant fruit flavours. This
wine pairs very successfully with duck, lamb and charcuterie.

50. Clarry’s GSM Kalleske - Grenache, Syrah and Mourvedre
Australia (14%) 				 £46.75
The acronym GSM stands for Grenache, Syrah and Mourvedre and the Clarry’s
GSM is quite atypical for the Barossa Valley, as it’s more restrained and elegant
than most. Drink this with meat dishes, steak and grilled red meat.
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SPICY... Medium Bodied & Flavoursome
		175ml

250ml

Bottle

51. El Tesoro, Monstrell - Shiraz
Italy (13.5%) 		
£4.65 £6.45 £20.95
A blend of Monstrell and Shiraz which are grown on the steep slopes of the
Jumilla region of Spain, come together to create a wine that is warm and spicy
with a touch of pepper. This is complimented by sweet, ripe and supple tannins.
Best served with red meats.

52. Borsao Garnacha Tinto – Grenache
Spain (13.5%) 		
£5.40 £7.45 £21.95
The Borsao winery punches well above its weight when it comes to value for
money. The Borsao Garnacha is an easy drinking wine with juicy bramble, cherry
fruit and fresh redcurrant flavours to the fore with underlying notes of blackberry,
liquorice and pepper. It’s great with all meat dishes but especially pork.

53. Chateau Rousset Classique - Syrah, Grenache
and Carignan
France (13.5%) 				 £26.75
This wine is exclusive to the UK and is created using Syrah, Grenache and
Carignan grapes. The end result being a wine that is not too heavy but with a
persistent after taste. This wine will go well with lamb or pork.

54. Domaine des Amadieu Cotes du Rhone Villages
- Syrah, Grenache and Carignan
France (14%) 				 £30.95
This producer only makes red wines and is a small batch producer, never
exceeding an annual turnover of 4,000 bottles. A combination of Syrah,
Grenache and Carignan make a wine that goes well with pork and cheeses.
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Bottle

55. Ciconia Tinto – Touriga Nacional, Aragonez, Syrah
Portugal (13.5%) 				 £32.00
Ciconia Tinto combines approachability with Alentejo’s most likeable features
of rich, soft fruit, with a hint of roast and dried fruit notes. Best served with
Mediterranean inspired dishes, as well as pasta, poultry and soft cheeses.

56. Altos los Hormigas, Malbec Classico, Mendoza
Argentina (14%) 				 £35.25
A 100% Malbec wine from the Mendoza region of Argentina that is the work of
winemaking genius, Alberto Antoni. The wine has complex, herbaceous flavours
that are underpinned by subtle sweetly spiced fruit and it pairs wonderfully with
lighter cuisine and white meats.

57. Monte Real Reserva Rioja, Bodega Riojanos, Rioja
- Tempranillo
Spain (14%) 				 £39.35
A stand out Rioja that uses 100% Tempranillo grapes. Clean, powerful aromas
add to a tasty full bodied wine. A superb Rioja to go with any lamb or red meat
dish, also perfect for sunny alfresco dining days.

58. Wild Earth Pinot Noir, Central Otago / Bannockburn
New Zealand (14%) 				 £49.25
A pure Pinot Noir made with grapes from both the Bannockburn and Otago estates.
Rich, sweet savoury flavours with hints of spice and cherry oak. This concentrated,
deep purple wine goes beautifully with game dishes and meaty fish.
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RICH... Ripe, Bold & Powerful
		175ml

250ml

Bottle

59. Tesoro de le Andes Malbec - Malbec, Bonarda
Argentina (13%) 		
£4.65 £6.45 £18.85
A 60/40 blend between Malbec and Bonarda, with the Malbec being selected from
the best vineyards in the Mendoza. The Bonarda adds an element of freshness to
the blend. A multi award winning wine with a total of 5 international wine awards,
this is perfect with a steak.

60. Domaine des Consuls - Merlot
France (13.5%) 		
£5.40 £7.45 £21.95
The estate is situated in Roullens which is a commune in the Aude department of
southern France which is a few kilometres from the Mediterranean Sea. Expressive,
surprising wine with bold fruits, a spicy nose and deep in colour. Goes beautifully
alongside pork dishes.

61. Cabaleta Rosso Tenute Fiorebelli
- Corvina, Rondinella, Cabernet Sauvignon
Italy (13%) 				 £25.75
Best described as a “baby Amarone”, the Cabaletta is made from classic Amarone
grapes –Corvina, Rondinella and Cabernet Sauvignon. The grapes are dried
for 80 days which reduces their liquid content and heightens the intensity of the
flavour. This wine goes well with beef, chicken or lamb.

62. Familia Pacheco Tinto Roble
- Monastrell, Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah
Spain (14.5%) 				 £28.85
The combination of Monastrell, Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah and 3 months in
French Oak have created a wine with good body and a nice amount of tannins.
This wine goes well with many foods such as beef, lamb or strong hard cheeses.
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Bottle

63. Chateau Puynormond Montagne St-Emillion - Merlot
France (13%) 				 £33.95
The Chateau Puynormond vineyard is extremely well positioned with south facing
vines. This 100% Merlot is full bodied with a soft and fresh finish, the perfect
accompaniment for most pork dishes.

64. Lionheart of the Barossa Shiraz, Barossa Valley
Australia (14.5%) 				 £35.25
From winemaker Elena Brooks comes this 100% Syrah/Shiraz. Hints of spicy pepper,
dark chocolate and lashings of sweet spice bring out a long youthful finish. This wine
is unfiltered to capture the essence of the vines, perfect with bloody red meats.

65. Liberty School Zinfandel, Paso Robles, California
USA (13.5%) 				 £39.40
A pure Zinfandel from the Hope family who are famous for producing world class
wines. A succulent smooth, full bodied wine brimming with black raspberries on
the finish. This robust red goes hand in hand with spicier red meat based food.

66. The Troublemaker, Paso Robles, California
- Syrah, Grenache, Mourvedre, Zinfandel
USA (14.5%) 				 £43.50
The Troublemaker, a blend of Syrah, Grenache, Mourvedre and Zinfandel, has, in
its short lifetime, achieved cult status amongst those who prize rich, opulent, deeply
fruited wines to pair with game and the very best steaks.
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Something Different
				

Bottle

67. Domaine de Tour Boisee Malbec Alicante
France (13%) 				 £26.75
This gorgeous blend of 80% Malbec and 20% Alicante makes a voluptuously fullbodied wine with blackberry and raspberry flavours dancing around the entire
mouth. This is then followed up by the beautiful minerality of the Minervois
region.This wine pairs well with grilled beef or roasted lamb.

68. Domaine Villepeyroux Forest Marselan
France (14%) 				 £30.95
This wine is 100% Marselan which is a little known grape with a great future. This wine
has less than 4,000 bottles produced each year, and is an unfiltered artisan red. Great
with red meats, game and cheese.

69. Sepp Zweigelt Sepp Moser, Neusiedlersee
Austria (12.5%) 				 £33.95
A pure Zweigelt grape variety that is organically produced. This fruity number
has cherries and light smoke on the nose followed by juicy dark fruit and layers
of spice and herbs on the palate. A fantastic red to be quaffed with lighter meat
dishes and fish.

70. Enira Domaine, Bessa Valley - Merlot, Syrah, Petit Verdot,
Cabernet Sauvignon
Bulgaria (14.5%) 				 £37.95
A blend of four grape varieties - Merlot 48%, Syrah 40%, Petit Verdot 7%,
Cabernet Sauvignon 5% - the Enira will appeal to those who desire a claret
with a bit more oomph. It’s a big Bordeaux styled, wine with strong berry
flavours and notes of vanilla and menthol. Pair with roast beef or game for the
perfect partnership.
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Signature Wines
				

Bottle

71. Pierre Cros Vieilles Vignes, Languedoc
France (14.5%) 				 £50.95
A 100% Carignan from ex-rugby player Pierre Cros’s own vineyards. A deep,
structured, easy drinking wine, dark in colour with a depth that is far from
overpowering, combined with plenty of crushed black fruit on the nose and palate.
Excellent with strong cheeses and powerful gamey meats.

72. Vurberg Red - Petit Verdot, Malbec, Merlot, Cabernet
Sauvignon
South Africa (15%) 				 £48.95
Winemaker, Donovan Rall, is part of the new wave of young, independent
winemakers in South Africa. The Vuurberg Red at 15.5% is no shrinking violet
but it wears its power well and will appeal to those who like a fuller style of Claret.

73. Altos Las Hormigas Valle de Uco Malbec Reserva
Argentina (14.5%) 				 £59.50
Located to the south-west of Mendoza, the Valle de Uco, is along with the Luján
de Cuyo, the best region for Malbec in Argentina and the wines from Uco are
especially suitable if you favour Malbecs with subtle spice, firm structure and
floral notes.

74. Vina Tondonia Reserva Rioja, Lopez de Heredia
– Tempranillo, Garnacha Tinta, Mazuela, Graciano
Spain (13%) 				 £59.75
Bodegas Lopez de Heredia have been producing benchmark Riojas for more
than 130 years. Cellaring wines until they’re ready to drink is highly unusual
in the modern world but it’s what Heredia have always done and – no doubt –
they always will. Notes of cherry, spices and a smoky aroma leading to a light to
medium-bodied, deeply satisfying, wine.
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Bottle

75. Felton Road Pinot Noir
New Zealand (13.5%) 				 £65.50
Central Otago, in the very south of New Zealand’s South Island, is the most
extreme location for winemaking in the world and is particularly suited to the
production of Pinot Noir. The much admired Felton Road Pinot Noir, has a
slightly spicy character with deep cherry flavours and silky tannins.

76. Vina von Siebenthal Montelig
Cabernet Sauvignon, Petit Verdot, Carmenere
Chile (14.5%) 				 £69.95
For over two decades, Mauro von Siebenthal, a Swiss lawyer and wine aficionado,
had a dream. In 1998, with the financial support of four friends, Viña von
Siebenthal finally became a reality.
Now, with the creation of Montelig, von Siebenthal have lifted Chile’s winemaking
reputation to a whole new level. A blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Petit Verdot and
Carmenere this wine delivers violet aromas with a spicy, complex palate on tasting.

77. Pieropan Amarone ‘Vigna Garzon’
– Corvina, Rondinella, Croatina
Italy (16.5%) 				 £81.95
Amarone is always a huge wine and can, in the wrong hands, become almost a
caricature but precision is the watchword at the family owned Pieropan winery
and the Vigna Garzon belies its astonishing – 16.5% ABV – with the class and
elan that’s the signature style of the meticulous Pieropans. Amazing on the nose
with black cherries developing into a heady palate of red berries, with notes of
black pepper and spice.
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Sparkling Wine
		 Glass

Bottle

Magnum

Le Dolci Colline Prosecco Spunamte
Italy (11.5%) 		
£5.50 £25.15
From Veneto in the northeast of Italy, Le Dolci Colline Prosecco is fresh and
gentle fruity with appealing soft apple notes. The palate is very delicate and lively
with a zesty acidity that’s beautifully balanced by a clean and refreshing finish.
		 Glass

Bottle

Magnum

Le Dolci Colline Rosé Spumante
Italy (11.5%) 			£24.65
Comprised of the traditional Prosecco grape variety, Glera, with a touch of
Brachetto to give the pink colour, Le Dolci Colline Rosé is a delicate pink
sparkling Rosé with strawberry and raspberry aromas.

Mimi Sparkling Wine, Leveret Estate
New Zealand (11%) 		
£5.95 £30.50
Made in the same way and with the same grape varieties as Champagne, this
sparkling wine consists of grapes picked from vineyards in Hawkes Bay on New
Zealand’s North Island. This wine is delicate with a very fresh and lively crisp
citrus and sweet apple flavours.

Lallier Grand Cru Grand Reserve Brut Champagne
France (12.5%) 		
£8.65 £48.50 £92.25
From the same village Bollinger, Champagne Lallier is stylistically very similar
and is a Champagne of exhilarating freshness, complexity and finesse.
The energising citrusy palate delivers an equal measure of ripe, toasty fruit
followed by a tasty, elegant finish.

Bollinger Special Cuvee Champagne
France (12%) 			 £59.75
Special Cuvée is the result of the delicate blending between harvest grapes
and a majority of reserve wines. This blend comprises of 60% Pinot Noir, 25%
Chardonnay and 15% Meunier, creating ripe fruit and spicy aromas leading to a
combination of structure, length and vivacity.
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Sherry
				

Gonzalez Byass Tio Pepe – Spain (15%)

50ml

£3.85

Tio Pepe is produced from Palomino Fino, a grape variety that thrives in the
chalky soil of Jerez. Once in barrel it is aged for a minimum of 5 years in the solera
system. A crisp, fresh and uncompromisingly dry Fino. Served chilled, straight

Gonzalez Byass Nectar Pedro Ximenez – Spain (18%)

£4.15

Pedro Ximinez is a sweet sherry from Gonzalez Byass. Very much a dessert sherry,
though it’s very tasty on its own.

Argueso Las Medallas Manzanilla – Spain (15%)

£4.15

Argueso have been making sherry since 1822. This is their Las Medallas Manzanilla,
made from 100% Palomino grapes and aged for over 5 years, this has the classic salty
tang. This works well with Parma ham and all manner of shellfish.

Gutierrez Colosia Amontillado Seco – Spain (15%)

£4.40

Gutierrez Colosia’s Amontillado Seco is the result of eight years of ageing.
The first three are spent as a fino, with the oxidisation process to become an
Amontillado taking a further five. Excellent on its own as an aperitif, or with
chicken or beef consommé.
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Dessert Wines
			

125ml

Bottle

Domaine Boudau Rivesaltes Grenat
Sur Grains Red – Grenache Noir – France (15.5%)

£5.45

£30.95

Made with Grenache Noir, this is a perfect and versatile dessert wine to be shared
with friends and family on those special occasions over some cheese, this is also
referred to as the French red port, although not quite as sweet.

Domine Boudau Muscat de
Rivesaltes White – France (15.5%) 			 £5.95

£33.95

This dessert wine is made from Muscat of Alexandria. The wine is fortified
resulting in the tastiest and most appealing sweet wine made in the Roussillon,
close to Perpignan. The sweet aspect is easily forgotten as its taste is so compelling.

Port
				

50ml

Niepoort Tawny Fabelhaft Port – Portugal (20%) 		
£4.25
Niepoort Tawny, with an average age of 3 and half years, originates from low
yielding vineyards in the Cima Corgo region of the Douro Valley. Brick red in
colour this port is very well balanced with a youthful fruity character going into a
long spirit finish

Niepoort LBV Late bottled Vintage Port – Portugal (20%)

£4.75

They start the bottling 4 years after the harvesting to maintain freshness and
fruitiness which are characteristics of this port. This producer has been described
as “the Rolls Royce of Port”
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Cocktails
Our new range of Georgian inspired cocktails will certainly give you something
to think about, with a subtle combination of classic and modern styles, they’re
designed to fit perfectly with your surroundings here at The Kedleston.
You certainly won’t find our selection anywhere else so don’t worry if you can’t
find your usual favourite, we will happily help find the perfect cocktail from
our selection for you.

All of our cocktails are available for £8.95 and the ones
marked with the ‘Two for £10.50 symbol’ are available two
for £10.50 all day and all night Monday to Friday.
£8.95

Flip

British Navy Rum, ginger and sweet honey mead shaken and thickened with a
whole egg and finished with a hearty serving of hoppy, golden DBC ale and dashes
of homemade spice mix. Starts sweetly, evolves in to spice and ends with smooth
and rich dark Rum. Refreshing, charismatic and opulent.

Kedleston Cup

£8.95

Our take on the long summer classic. Strawberries, cucumber and heaps of mint
muddled and soaked in strawberry infused Gin, raspberry and rose apertif wine and
ginger syrup, finished with a big dash of lemonade. Fruity, refreshing and light.

Fitzgerald

£8.95

Reminiscent of the hedonism of times gone by; a sugar cube soaked in Absinthe,
topped with pear cognac and lengthened with a New Zealand Sparkling Wine.
Crisp, sharp and disarming.

Martini of the Moment

£8.95

Honouring the characteristic changes in the British seasons, we use a base of sweet
and soothing camomile syrup, British Gin, pear liqueur and egg white to provide
the current season’s favoured compote a chance to capture the taste buds. Sweet,
charming and nostalgic. Please ask one of our team for the current choice.whites.
As smooth as they come.
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The Cracked Pepper

£8.95

A new twist on the Old-Fashioned; using our spicy homemade black
pepper gomme, peychaud’s bitters and single malt scotch. A sweet
Demerara and whisky start followed by spice notes that linger and
evolve on the palate. Sophisticated and sublime.

The Smokey Mo’

2 for
£10.50

£8.95

Our take on the infamous Mojito; using smoky mezcal as its base, sugar
and lime for sweetness and sharpness and basil for that something extra.
A sharp sweet start with a smoky middle, evening out at the end in to
an exceptionally cool long drink.

The Kedleston Iced Tea

2 for
£10.50

£8.95

A homage to part of what makes us British; Tea. Toned down, smoother
and more refined than its New York counterpart without losing any of
the sweetness, flavour or image. Lots of citrus, sugar, alcohol and big
punches from our home brewed tea infused gomme. Long, sweet
and punchy.

The Kedleston Spritz

2 for
£10.50

£8.95

A crisp, classy and invigorating glass starting with instant and reviving
bubbles, sharp wine followed by fruity and satisfying rhubarb notes.
Perfect come rain or come shine.

The Great Alexander

2 for
£10.50

£8.95

A civilised serving of classic London Dry gin, with chocolate liqueur and British
double cream. Pure indulgence; the perfect after dinner dessert cocktail.

Martini No. 7

£8.95

Our very own and exclusive No7 Gin, partnered with rhubarb liqueur
and sweet vermouth shaken in to the perfect martini. Full of
flavour and grace.
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2 for
£10.50

Negroni a la Madame

£8.95

A luxurious take on the Negroni, combining our British strawberry infused gin
with a lighter vermouth and rosehip liqueur. Rich and indulgent.

Red Snapper

£8.95

A redesigned Bloody Mary using Spanish Gin and Sicilian lemon juice, spiced and
lengthened with all the trimmings and finished with rosemary to compliment the
flavours and aromas of the Mediterranean botanicals used to distil the gin. Rich and
savoury. Please inform your bartender on the level of spicy you would like.

Orangey Sours

£8.95

Named after our light and airy Orangery, this drink is no different.
Orange Cognac, Orange Juice, Lemon juice, sugar and an egg white are
all shaken to produce a refreshing take on the sours cocktail. Perfect to
enjoy with lunch or dinner alike.

The Duchess

2 for
£10.50

£8.95

A sexy shaken martini-style number with apricot, bay leaf, cranberry and flamed
orange. Pink, lively and gorgeous.

Classic Pimm’s

£8.95

A true classic British cocktail made with Pimm’s No. 1 and lemonade, with a
Kedleston twist.
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Spirits
If you’re not feeling like a cocktail why not try some of our fantastic spirits, all
our spirits have tasting notes to help you find what you’re looking for and our
suggested perfect serve.

Vodka
				

Stolichnaya – Latvian (40%)

25ml

£3.85

Stolichnaya® Vodka is classically-styled, exceptionally smooth vodka. Crystal
clear in colour with marshmallow, mineral and mild fruit peel aromas. A soft,
supple entry leads to a smooth, medium bodied palate with pastry frosting, talc
and citrus rind flavours.
Perfect serve; this vodka is perfect for mixing in your favourite long drink.

Grey Goose – French (40%)

£4.40

French luxury vodka from the Cognac region, made from wheat in small batches
with a super creamy and gentle buttery flavour.
Perfect serve; to fully enjoy its complex flavour we recommend it neat on ice.

Sipsmiths – English (40%)

£4.40

Distilled in copper for purity, a soft, sweet, smooth and pure vodka with a barley,
buttery, and nutty finish with a hint of spice.
Perfect serve; to fully enjoy its complex flavour try it with Fever-Tree Tonic and lemon.

Chase Vodka – English (40%)

£4.95

Free from wheat made using English potatoes in Herefordshire. Chase is Britain’s
first and only potato vodka, made using the same potatoes as Tyrells crisps.
Distilled five times resulting in smooth, sweet and creamy vodka.
Perfect serve; with lemon, to compliment the creamy potato vodka texture.
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Gin
				

Hayman’s Old Tom Gin – English (40%)

25ml

£3.85

A traditional style of gin that was very popular in 18th and 19th century England.
Old Tom is a fruity sweet full bodied gin combining juniper, spices of coriander,
nutmeg and cinnamon. Strong citrus flavours of orange and lemon peel with a
clean finish.
Perfect serve; with Fever Tree Tonic with lime.

Geranium Premium London Dry Gin – English (44%)

£3.85

Geranium is the creation of Henrik Hammer, an accredited gin judge who had
been pondering the use of geranium in gin for years, knowing that it is regularly
combined with ingredients like juniper and angelica root in the therapeutic world.
In the mouth a strong juniper flavour is followed by rose and violet with a touch
of sweetness.
Perfect serve; with Fever Tree tonic and an edible flower.

Beefeater 24 London Dry Gin – English (45%)

£4.15

A slight and soft variation of the original Beefeater, flavoured with 12 botanicals.
Beefeater 24 takes its name from the 24-hour period the botanicals are steeped
in alcohol prior to distillation. In addition to the usual Beefeater flavours, we find
Japanese sencha & Chinese green teas, resulting in a modern take on a classic
premium gin.
Perfect serve; with Fever Tree Tonic and a slice of pink grapefruit.

Kedleston Country House Gin – English (43%)

£4.15

We love our Gins so we have created our own house gin for you all to enjoy.
A boutique single shot Gin from London using 9 handpicked botanicals,
handmade by distiller and founder Mark Marmont. With strong juniper and
angelica root on the nose followed by a spicy beginning, blending into a superb
lemon and bergamot palate, resulting in a dry citrus finish.
Perfect serve; Fever tree tonic and a slice of pink grapefruit.
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Martin Miller’s Gin – English (40%)

25ml

£4.15

Martin Miller’s Gin is distilled in England and blended with the purest Icelandic
water for Arctic clarity. The carefully balanced blend of ten botanical flavours
including fruity juniper, orange and lemon peel, coriander, cinnamon, liquorice,
cassia bark & nutmeg spices result in a clean, fresh taste.
Perfect serve; with Fever-Tree Tonic with cucumber.

Gin Mare Mediterranean Gin – Spanish (42.7%)

£4.40

A fabulous Spanish Gin inspired by Mediterranean flavours, Gin Mare is made with
botanicals including juniper, arbequina olive, rosemary, thyme, basil, cardamom
and mandarin. A gin offering something different, challenging the preconceptions
of what gin should be.
Perfect serve; with Fever Tree Tonic with a rosemary sprig.

Sipsmith London Dry Gin – English (41.6%)

£4.40

A handcrafted London Dry Gin produced in tiny batches of two hundred at a time.
A smooth gin, full of character and exploding with flavour. Combining rounded
juniper, zesty citrus freshness, a gentle mouth feel combines with lemon tart and
orange marmalade flavours, with a hit of spicy juniper to finish.
Perfect serve; with Fever Tree Tonic with a lime wedge.

Hayman’s Family Reserve Gin – English (41.3%)

£4.40

This gin is rested in Scotch whisky barrels for three weeks, in keeping with
the tradition that gin was sold from the cask rather than the bottle, which was
commonplace in England until the 1860s. The impact of the wood adds a subtle
mellow note to the gin’s overall profile.
Perfect serve; with Fever-Tree tonic with a wedge of lime.

Kedleston No 7 – English (43%)

£4.65

When creating our own house gin we tasted 9 different samples, we loved the
7th so much that we knew we had to have it in addition, so Kedleston No 7 was
born exclusively to the Kedleston Country House. Something truly unique, which
results in a bold, confident gin with waves of black pepper spice and cooling
citrus. Sophisticated, assured and complex this is a true Gin drinker’s tipple.
Perfect serve; with Fever Tree Tonic and a slice of pink grapefruit.
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Warner Edward’s Harrington Dry Gin – English (44%)

25ml

£4.65

They take their farms’ pure, natural spring water, grain spirit, home-grown
elderflower, plus ten other secret botanicals, and transform them into a
fantastically smooth and aromatic dry gin.Each batch is small, and every single
bottle is carefully handcrafted by them, from the filling to the wax seal and
label finishing.
Perfect serve; with Fever Tree tonic with a wedge of lime.

Opihr Oriental Spiced London Dry Gin – English (40%)

£4.65

A London Dry Gin made with botanicals from along the traditional spice route
that led back to the UK. Indonesian Cubeb berries, Indian black pepper and
Moroccan coriander are all used in this gin resulting in a spicy and refreshing
citrus gin.
Perfect serve; with Fever Tree Tonic with a lime wedge.

Warner Edwards Elderflower Infused Gin – English (40%)

£4.65

Combining the complex flavours of the Harrington Dry Gin with the sweet bouquet
of elderflower makes this wonderful creation a perfect accompaniment for those
long lazy summer days.
Perfect serve; with Fever Tree tonic with a slice of orange or over ice.

Warner Edwards Victoria’s Rhubarb Gin – English (40%)

£4.65

The Queen Victoria rhubarb has gone from Queen Victoria’s Buckingham
Palace garden, to being grown on Crown Estate property. The fabulous liquid is
combined with their global award winning Harrington Dry Gin and just enough
sugar to balance the acidity. The result is a rumbustious gin with a big burst
of rhubarb.
Perfect serve; with Fever Tree tonic with a slice of fresh pink grapefruit.
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Agave
				

Jose Cuervo Tequila – Mexico (38%)

25ml

£3.75

Cuervo Gold is golden-style joven tequila made from a blend of reposado (aged)
and younger tequilas. Ever the story-maker, Cuervo Gold’s own story includes the
leading role in the invention of The Margarita, and it is still the perfect tequila for
that beloved cocktail.

Ocho Blanco Tequila – Mexico (40%)

£3.85

A 100% silver tequila from the Camerna family in conjunction with Tomas Estes,
renowned tequila families. A luscious full textured white tequila with a beautiful,
clean and crisp agave flavour.
An ideal mixing tequila full of honey bite, try this with lemonade and a squeeze of lime.

Del Maguey Vida Mezcal – Mexico (42%)

£4.95

A single village Mezcal from Del Maguey, twice distilled from 100% Agave, bottled,
unblended, in a 400 year old method that has definitely stood the test of time. Spicy
and smoky on the nose with a hint of light citrus and hazelnut. On tasting, it exhibits
smoked almonds and spiced fruits with a gentle hint of peach and mixed spices
rounding off with lingering notes of tobacco and cinnamon.
Perfect serve; neat or on ice with a wedge of fresh lime.

Patron Cafe XO – Mexico (35%)

£4.95

Made with coffee essence and Patron Tequila, Patron XO is drier and stronger than
most standard coffee liqueurs. With aromas of fresh coffee, chocolate and vanilla
that follow through onto the taste buds with a hint of light tequila. Finishing off
smooth, yet dry.
Perfect serve; lightly shaken over ice.
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Scotch
We think you will enjoy our range of malt whiskies either neat or on ice.
				

Monkey Shoulder Blended – Scottish Spey Side (40%)

25ml

£3.85

Blended malt whisky using three different single malts. A smooth, very malty
scotch with elegant notes of marmalade, cocoa and vanilla. A hint of aniseed on
the nose and notes of berries, toasted barley and dried apricot become apparent
whilst finishing with a lingering spicy oak flavour.

Ancnoc 12yr Single Malt – Highland Scotch (40%)

£4.15

A gentle non-sherried style of whisky, perfect for those not used to more intense
peaty flavours. To taste, a medium body with a good sweetness akin to madeira,
followed by winter spices and herbal notes. A good lingering taste with a fantastic
interplay of oak and barley on the finish.

Glenkinchie 12yrs Single Malt – Lowland Scotch (43%)

£4.15

A stand out whisky, again for those not used to the stronger peaty offerings. A
light and fragrant nose prevails with fresh cereal, sweet barley and nuts. A warm
honey glow creeps through the palate, accompanied by sweet stewed fruits. A final
note of tannic oak, balanced by a fresh greenness rounds off this well balanced
and enlightening offering.

Auchentoshan 3wood Single Malt – Lowland Scotch (43%)

£4.95

Matured in three different casks, firstly a Pedro Ximinez sherry cask followed
by a bourbon cask and finally into an Oloroso sherry cask. Triple distilled and
very distinctive with a nose of cooked fruit, sherry, and toffee. On the palate an
unctuous, rich impression of sherried fruit, dark forest berries, reminiscent of a
black forest gateau. This rich single malt lingers on the palate with a finish of dark
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25ml

Ardberg 10yrs Single Malt – Islay Scotch (45%)

£4.95

An absolute classic from the Isle of Islay, on the nose we are hit with vanilla
leading into a strong peaty punch, followed with citrus and a hint of salt. When
tasting, expect sweet vanilla and notes of lemon and lime followed up by the
famous long lingering Ardberg smoke. A truly iconic whisky for the seasoned
whisky connoisseur.

Dalmore 12yrs Single Malt – Highland Scotch (40%)

£4.95

A very rich 12 year old with a thick mouth and sumptuous coffee and spice notes.
On the nose, roasted coffee beans with notes of cereal and butter with a subtle
hint of orange. To taste, a real surprise, with a potent kick of Seville marmalade
and triple sec blending into winter spices, with a medium smooth finish of milk
chocolate and zesty cocoa.

Highland Park 18yr Single malt – Highland Scotch (43%)

£9.85

A medley of ripe floral notes and blossom, along with honeyed exotic fruits, come
through on the nose. Creamy, fruity espresso notes are present on the palate
followed up with allspice, notes of toffee and a hint of citrus and rich honey.
This malt lingers long with a well sugared and herbal edge to its finish.

Glenmorangie 25yr – Highland Scotch (43%)

£24.00

The rarest and oldest member of the Glenmorangie family, this is a single malt
of notable class and intensity. Full bodied and sumptuous, the Glenmorangie 25
Years Old is the real embodiment of their continued dedication to perfection.
Matured in a range of casks including American white oak, Oloroso sherry
casks and French Burgundy casks before being blended back together in exact
quantities, the Glenmorangie Quarter Century is complex, bursting with deep
flavours, and a perfect testimony to their knowledge and experience.
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Irish Whiskey
				

Red Breast 12yrs Single Pot Still – Middleton (40%)

25ml

£4.95

A stand-out Pure Pot Still Irish whiskey and a must try for any whiskey drinker.
A nutty and rich nose rounded out by a slight oily note along with cut fruits. The
palate is well bodied with nuts, citrus, peel and juice followed by marzipan and
a hint of sherry. A long creamy finish, custard and spice dominant will leave you
wanting more.

Japanese Whiskey
				

Hibiki 12yr – Yamazaki Gorge(43%)

25ml

£4.95

An exquisite 12 year old blended Japanese whisky. Hibiki includes malt whisky
from Yamazaki and Hakushu, as well as grain whisky from Chita. The whisky
is partly matured in plum liqueur barrels. Juicy marmalade with real chunks of
orange, cooked apples dusted with cinnamon on the nose. The palate is filled
with crushed almonds, stewed fruits, clove-studded oranges. Finishing bright and
flavoursome with crisp apple and citrus.
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American Whiskey
				

Four Roses Yellow Label Bourbon – Kentucky (40%)

25ml

£3.85

A blended bourbon that dates back to the 19th century, the Yellow Label Four
Roses is made up of whiskeys between 5 and 6 years of age. A sweet and crisp
bourbon with notes of marmalade zesty citrus and sweet cereal on the nose,
rounded out by an aroma of caramel. On the palate you will encounter a wellbalanced and smooth blend of honey, spice, oak and lemonade notes finishing
with a warming oaken sweetness.
Perfect serve; try neat or with a dash of coke for a longer drink.

Knob Creek Rye Rye – Kentucky (50%)

£4.15

The original Knob Creek variety which is still made in small batches to exact
standards. Aged for 9 years this bourbon takes over your senses, you should
expect aromas of maple sugar, toasted nuts and oak with the oak lingering on to
the palate along with caramel and fruits. Resulting in a long but smooth finish
with more of a kick than you would expect from an average bourbon.
Perfect serve; try neat or with your favourite mixer.

Michter’s Straight Rye, Rye – Kentucky (42.4%)

£4.95

A single barrel straight rye whiskey produced in small batches and in limited
quantity in specially fire charred new American white oak casks. This unique rye
exhibits plenty of spice with peppery notes, all rounded out with a hint of citrus,
butterscotch and a warm oaken finish.
Perfect serve; try neat or with a splash of Fever Tree ginger ale.

Eagle Rare 10yr Straight Bourbon – Kentucky (45%)

£5.45

Top-quality single barrel bourbon from Buffalo Trace, the Eagle Rare 10yr is
deliciously fragrant and woody with complex aromas of herbs, honey, leather and
oak leading to a smooth and lingering finish.
Perfect serve; neat or over ice.
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Rum
				

Gosling’s Black Seal Rum – Bermuda (40%)

25ml

£3.85

A platinum award winning Bermudan dark rum, the oldest surviving business
in Bermuda, named for the black wax seals on the bottles of the very first batch
shipped. Black Seal has a rich, intricate flavour, well balanced, sweetly spiced with
cooked fruits, nuanced with butterscotch, vanilla and caramel, a most complex
and unusual spirit.
Perfect serve; Fever Tree ginger beer along with a dash of angostura bitters and a
lime wedge.

Pink Pidgeon Spiced, Spiced Rum – Mauritius (40%)

£3.85

Named for the endangered pink Pidgeon native to Mauritius, this rum is far from
endangered enjoying great critical success. Spiced with a variety of Caribbean
spices such as nutmeg, along with vanilla, the nose is one of vanilla bean with an
undertone of honey. This then develops into sticky and sweet tasting rum with a
tantalising tingling flavour of vanilla and nutmeg developing into a warm finish.
Perfect serve; neat or on ice with a slice of fresh lime, if you prefer a longer drink
add a dash of coke and a fresh lime.

El Dorado 3 – Guyana (40%)

£3.95

This superbly balanced mixing rum is twice filtered through natural charcoal for
great clarity, and then aged for at least 3 years in 45 gallon ex-bourbon oak cask.
An award winning rum; this took silver at the 2006 and 2007 International Wine
and Spirits Competition. This also attained Gold at the International Review of
Spirits. A great mixing rum, very crisp and fresh.
Perfect serve; a dash of coke and a lime wedge.

Pussers Gunpowder Proof – BVI (54.5%)

£4.20

Pusser’s Gunpowder Proof is classic British Navy style rum, inspired by the ration
given to navy sailors till the 1970s. A clear copper colour, full bodied with mellow
flavours of vanilla, treacle, cinnamon, nutmeg, toffee and espresso. A long lasting
finish lingers with rich burnt caramel and intense dry tea flavours.
Perfect serve; This historic rum is best enjoyed navy style, neat!
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El Dorado 12 yr – Guyana (40%)

£4.35

Very special caramel coloured rum, still distilled using the coffee still technique
in a double wooden pot still, the only one still operating in the world! Notes of
caramel, cocoa, prunes, spice and vanilla are dominant in this acclaimed rum,
culminating with a stunning smooth smoky finish that lingers on the palate.
Perfect serve; best served neat or over ice.

Duppy Share Blended Rum – Jamaica and Barbados (40%)

£4.20

Blended rum combining a 5 year old rum from Barbados and 3 year old rum from
Jamaica, both aged in ex bourbon barrels. Bright and bold, the two different aged
rums combine to create a flavour of tropical fruits and subtle oak nuances.
Perfect serve; best enjoyed neat or with a dash of Fever tree ginger beer with a
dash of angostura bitters and wedge of lime.

El Dorado 15 yr – Guyana (43%)

£5.40

Using the same unique still as the El Dorado 12 this rum is then matured in
bourbon barrels. Rated the best rum in the world 8 times, with the closest to it
only having won twice, it really is exceptional rum. From this truly divine caramel
coloured rum expect sweet and syrupy notes of spice, dark brown sugar, molasses,
treacle and toffee. This is a must try for any lover of rum.
Perfect serve; this rum is best enjoyed neat or on the rocks.
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Brandy
We think these brandies are best enjoyed neat.

Baron de Sigognac VSOP Armagnac Armagnac
£4.40

France (40%)

A superb VSOP Armagnac from the Bas Armagnac region that has been laid down
in new oak casks for 6 months before spending 7 years in old casks. A perfect after
dinner drink that complements the dining experience with its gentle vanilla taste
along with a rare taste of crystallised fruits for a VSOP. Also worth noting is the rich
aroma of plums on the nose.

H by Hine VSOP Champagne Cognac
£4.70

France (40%)

H by Hine is a blend of around 15 Petite Champagne eaux-de-vie, with the youngest
cognac in the blend being aged for at least 4 years. With subtle aromas of vanilla
and apple blossom leading into a developed palate of fruits, with a supple well
rounded floral characteristic. This superb cognac finishes with a long dark fruit grip
on your taste buds.

Martell Cordon Bleu Cognac
£9.80

France (40%)

The Cordon Bleu was originally blended by legendary cognac producer Edward
Martell in 1912. Sultry, stylish, indulgent cognac which will fill the palate with a
lovely fruity spice that slips away into a smooth lingering finish.
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Aromatised Wines
All of our additional liquers and aromatised wines are available at
£3.80 per serving.

Lillet Blanc (our perfect replacement for martini bianco)
Noilly Prat (our perfect replacement for a dry martini)
Palo Cortado

Liqueurs
All of our additional liqueurs are available at £3.65 per serving.

Frangelico

Xante Pear Liquor

Koko Kanu

Giffard Rhubarb Liquor

Campari

Cointreau

Aperol

Southern Comfort

Kahlua

Baileys

Limoncello

St Germain

Grand Marnier

Licor 43
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Sof t Drinks
Often overlooked and never really given the attention they deserve, well not by
us! There is always a time and a place for a good range of soft drinks to choose
from and we hope that we haven’t let you down here. Or if you are feeling truly
adventurous, why not take a look at our in house designed mocktail collection.
			

Small

Large

Pepsi 			 £1.60

£2.75

Diet Pepsi 			 £1.60

£2.75

Lemonade 			 £1.60

£2.75

Fresh Juice 			 £1.60

£2.75

Fever-Tree Tonic 			 £1.70
Fever-Tree Naturally Light Tonic 			 £1.70
Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 			 £1.70
Fever-Tree Ginger Ale 			 £1.70
Fever-Tree Ginger Beer 			 £1.70
Fever-Tree Bitter Lemon			 £1.70
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Luscombe Drinks
Luscombe have been making organic drinks on Domesday Farm in Devon for
25 years now, and their experience and expertise shows – their drinks are really
thirst-quenchingly divine.
All Luscombe drinks are available for £2.75

Sicilian Lemonade
Close your eyes and wish yourself away to sunny Sicily with this refreshing tangy
traditional still lemonade – made using Sicily’s finest lemons.

Sparkling Elderflower
A traditional country drink, infused with wild elderflower and Sicilian lemons.
Pure elderflower perfection on any occasion when you might think of drinking
Champagne.

Sparkling Apple Crush
Luscombe’s classic full flavoured English apple juice lengthened with their spring
water and given a sparkle to lift the juice

Cranberry Crush
A gently sparkling cranberry drink with a hint of Damascan rose, Madagascan
vanilla and a long dry finish .

St. Clements
A classic sparkling drink made from fresh oranges and lemons, like the “Bells of
St Clements”.
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Hot Drinks
Coffee

We have sourced our coffee from a fantastic independent, family owned artisan
roaster, who hand roast all their beans in small batches. The York Coffee
Emporium source beans from all over the world and roasts them in house
ensuring the beans are at their best and have now made us our own unique
Derby Brewing Co blend especially for us.
We then grind fresh to cup and serve our range of coffees the old fashioned way
from proper coffee machines.

Espresso 				

£2.75

Americano 				 £3.25
Latte 				

£3.75

Flat White 				

£3.75

Mocha 				

£3.75

Cappuccino 				

£3.75

We also offer flavoured syrups for an additional 55p

Liquor Coffee
Red Breast 12 yr (Irish) 				 £4.95
Khalua (Calypso) 				 £4.95
H by Hine (Napoleon) 				 £4.95
Baileys (Irish Cream) 				 £4.95
Cointreau (Seville) 				 £4.95
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If you fancy a different taste sensation you can try out our special Cafetiere coffee:

Seasonal Blend of Coffee 				 £5.25
Ask a member of the team for our seasonal blend

Tea
Perfectly blended, premium teas from Birchall’s, a family run tea producer in
East Africa since 1872, every leaf is hand plucked from their own Pfunda Estate,
winner of several Gold Taste Awards.

Great Rift
A winner of multiple gold taste awards a delicious, strong breakfast tea bursting
with flavour brightness, golden colour and strong refreshing flavour. English
breakfast tea at its best.

Great Rift Decaf
In order to produce a cup of tea that is caffeine free, but bright and full of flavour,
they have expertly sourced the finest selection of estate grown teas from across
East Africa and the Great Rift Valley.

Pfunda’s Earl Grey
A winner of a gold taste award, a famously bright, fragrant tea, perfect anytime
with a flavour of citrus, with spicy floral notes.

Lemongrass and Ginger
A delightful infusion of pure lemongrass and spicy ginger pieces, this gives you
the digestive benefits of ginger root and the soothing properties of lemongrass a
woody citrus aroma, light yellow liquor.

Red Berry and Flower
A Gold Taste Award winner this blend of red berries and refreshing hibiscus,
full flavoured red fruit tea is a plentiful source of anti-oxidants and is naturally
caffeine free. A deep, rich ruby-red liquor, lush, candied aroma and intense,
fruity flavour.
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Green Tea and Peach
Green Tea blended with real fruit pieces and marigold flowers. Fantastic for a
detox, deep yellow infusion with a sweet fruity fragrance that is smooth, light and
rounded with delicate floral notes.

Peppermint
A Gold Taste Award winner, this classic herbal tea is made from the finest pure
peppermint leaves. Aids digestion and caffeine free, making it perfect as an afterdinner digestif or as a late evening refreshment.

Camomile
A classic herbal tea made from the scented flowers and leaves of the wild
camomile plant. It’s relaxing and restorative qualities also aide digestion, a
delicate floral character, with a clear gold colour and mellow, sweet taste.

Organic Redbush
A classic red rooibos tea made from the soft needle-like leaves of the wild South
African plant, Aspalathus linearis. Birchall Organic Redbush has a deep red
colour, soothing aroma and clear naturally sweet taste, as well as being high in
antioxidants and naturally caffeine free.

Birchells Green Tea
Dark green leaves brighten when infused to produce a shimmering, clear, yellow
colour with an initial smoothness, which evolves into the more complex, fragrant
notes that characterise Mao Feng.
All of our teas are available at £3.25

Hot Chocolate
Luxurious and rich German hot chocolate 			
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£3.75

